THE FIRST APPAGILE INDUSTRY CLOUDS
SOMETHING FOR EVERY TASTE

RETAIL
- Omni-channel sales
- New customer experience with proximity marketing
- Easy to test

M2M
- Device interconnection
- Automated Machine-to-Machine processes
- New service agreements as an add on to device contracts

HEALTH
- Connecting different players
- Cross unit data exchange
- Optimized patient care

Retail Use Case
M2M Use Case
Health Use Case

T-Systems
APPAGILE FOR HEALTH CARE (1/2)
BETTER KNOWLEDGE, BETTER CARE, LOWER COSTS

THE APPAGILE PLATFORM COMBINES INDIVIDUAL PRODUCTS TO AN INTEGRATED TAILORED SOLUTION!
APPAGILE FOR HEALTH CARE (2/2)
INNOVATIONS FOR A CONNECTED HEALTH CARE SYSTEM

- Scale up / scale down
- Pay-as-you-go
- 24/7 managed

eHealth Cloud powered by AppAgile

- Customer-Marketing
- Standard Solutions

SaaS

- Medical Products
- Patient Data
- Payment Systems

Custom Coding

- Web & Middleware
- Mobile
- Big Data

ISO 13485 certified

AppAgile = PaaS

- Infrastructure
- OS & Bug Fixes
- DB
- Web & App Server

IaaS

vCloud =

- Network
- Storage
- Server

T-Systems